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SECTION TWO 

THE MEANINGS OF METALS: 

THE INCA AND REGIONAL 

CoNTEXTS oF QuoTIDIAN METALS 

FROM MAcHu PICCHU 

Bruce D. Owen 

Fancy metal objects in the Inca world conveyed specific meanings about rank, 
office, and affiliation with the Inca state. It was so typical of nobles to wear showy 
earspools, often of gold or silver, that the Spanish conquistadores referred to this 
upper class as orejones ("big ears") (Guaman Poma 1615; Garcilaso de la Vega 
1961:13; Cobo 1983:208). Inca diplomats used and strategically distributed silver 
and gold drinking vessels as political gifts that symbolized imperial support and 
local allegiance (Cieza de Leon 1959:157; Garcilaso de la Vega 1961:91, 152, 184; 
Cobo 1983:246-247; DeMarrais, Castillo, and Earle 1996; Cummins 2007). Rare 
and distinctive cast yauri pikes may have been insignia of specific high offices (Lar
rea 1941; Lechtman 2007), as were various sheet metal headdress ornaments (Gua
man Poma 1615; Cobo 1983:245-246). 

These sorts of objects are not found at the royal country estate of Machu Pic
chu. They would have returned to Cuzco with their visiting elite owners (Salazar 
2004:44-46). Such objects are exceptional finds at any site. But what about the far 
more numerous, more quotidian metal artifacts of the "silent majority" (Salazar 
2007) of the less elite who populated the Inca empire? Most or all of the population 
that we can detect archaeologically at Machu Picchu were yanacona, or retainers, 
drawn from multiple distant regions recently conquered by Machu Picchu's builder, 
Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui (Salazar 2001, 2004, 2007; Burger 2004). Their metal ob
jects communicated meaning too. Tupu shawl pins signified the feminine (Lecht
man 2007:332). Axes of particular shapes may have signified state military power 
and possibly offices, along with one style of star-shaped axe head and axe-maces 
found at other sites (Guaman Poma 1615; Lechtman 2007). The colors of metal 
objects in the tri-metal gold, silver, and copper system signified hierarchical posi
tions in a variety of gender, political, and supernatural contexts (Lechtman 2007). 
Another dimension of meaning of quotidian metal objects was their reference to 
a geographic place or ethnicity of origin. Much as the multiethnic yanacona of 
Machu Picchu marked their identities of origin with heirloom ceramics (Salazar 
2001, 2007), they also communicated messages through metal objects that referred 
to known, or unknown, places. 
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TABLE 2 .2. Interpretation of geographic distributions of artifacts. 

Inca heartland Periphery Interpretation Inca style? 

Scarce Concentrated Provincial No 

Present, not concentrated Widespread General Andean No 

Concentrated Scarce Cuzqueflo Yes 

Concentrated Widespread Cuzqueiio or corporate Inca Yes 

Possible Inca Types 
Which, if any, quotidian metal artifacts signified a connection to the Inca empire? 
The geographic distribution maps suggest some answers. Metal objects would 
have been exchanged and carried from place to place by their owners, most no
tably by mitimaes, settlers moved by the state from their homeland to colonize 
some other location, and yanaconas, permanent servants or retainers of the elite, 
who were also frequently relocated by the Inca (Niles 2004:58). The Inca moved 
metalsmiths from many different regions to Cuzco and other places (Lechtman 
2007:320), where they probably made at least some objects in their home styles. 
Smiths may have emulated or adopted styles from other regions, including an 
Inca style. Despite this complexity, the geographic distributions of commonplace 
metal artifacts are often clear. 

Four kinds of patterns help in identifying Inca-style artifacts (Table 2.2). First, 
many types of artifacts are relatively scarce in the Inca heartland around Cuzco and 
concentrated in a peripheral region of the empire. These styles, presumably not 
Inca, are provincial and specific to non-Inca ethnicities. Second, other artifacts are 
uniformly widespread throughout the Andes, without any particular concentration 
in the Inca heartland. These, too, are probably not Inca in style, but rather broadly 
Andean. These types might be particularly old or might have spread from an earlier 
originating center such as Huari or Tiwanaku, after which centuries of continuing 
manufacture and exchange in peripheral areas obscured the pattern of concentra
tion at the original source. Third, a few artifact types are concentrated in the Inca 
heartland and are scarce or patchy outside it. These artifacts are probably Inca in 
style but were not spread by the expansion of the Inca state. They fall toward the 
middle of the continuum of Inca-ness, reflecting Cuzquefi.o material culture, and 
they were apparently not manufactured and distributed regularly for imperial pur
poses. Finally, some artifacts are concentrated in the Inca heartland and also well 
distributed throughout much of the empire. These are probably Inca-style objects 
that were spread, intentionally or incidentally, by the empire. They could be mark
ers of Cuzquefi.o identity that were dispersed along with Inca administrators, or by 
other people adopting signifiers of the politically dominant ethnicity. In principle, 
these artifacts could also be components of an Inca corporate style, dispersed as 
part of an imperial strategy. However, since the comparison of Late Horizon assem-
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blages suggests that there was no consistent corporate Inca style of quotidian metal 
artifacts, this pattern indicates only a dispersed Cuzqueflo, not imperial, style. 

Using similar reasoning, we can identify several bronze object types that were 
widespread enough to suggest that their distribution resulted from, or was facili
tated by, activities of the Inca state: tupus with half-round heads, tupus and T-shaped 
tumis with animal heads, T-shaped tumis in general, bola weights with suspension 
holes with crossbars, "classic" star-shaped mace heads, "classic" T-shaped axes, 
"ancla'' axes, and "axe-maces;' which replaced one point of a star-shaped mace head 
with a small axe blade (Mayer 1986, 1992, 1994, 1998; Lechtman 2007:336-337) . 
Lechtman calls several of these "essentially 'state issue:" These objects were visual 
markers of association with the Inca state or Cuzqeflo ethnicity, although they were 
not as standardized as were cumbi cloth or fine ceramics (Lechtman 2007:336-337) , 
and were not consistently deployed in the way that ceramics were. The following 
discussions reconstruct some possible meanings of quotidian metal objects by 
combining conclusions from the comparison of dated Late Horizon assemblages, 
regional patterning (shown in Figures 2.1 through 2.47), and, in some cases, ethno
historical sources. The results are summarized in Table 2.3. 

Tupus 
Tupu pins were ubiquitous throughout most of the study area (see Figure 2.1D; all 
these maps should be evaluated relative to the distribution of the entire database, 
plotted in Figure 2.1A, B). Compared to the whole sample, tupus are more concen
trated in the Inca core, the region northeast of Titicaca, and the southern Titicaca 
region, that is, in the south-central highlands. Conversely, tupus are relatively scarcer 
on the Peruvian coast. The concentration of tupus in the south-central highlands 
could be a matter of material culture style, or it might be a functional response to the 
colder highlands weather and corresponding dress, since tupus served, among other 
things, to secure women's clothing (Guaman Poma 1615; Lechtman 2007:332). 

A clearer picture emerges from looking at specific types of tupus. The discus
sion of Late Horizon assemblages suggested that several variants of half-round
headed tupus might have been associated with Inca ethnicity or the state. The 
geographic distribution of half-round-headed tupu types 1010, 1011, and 1012 
(Figures 2.2B, C, D and 2.3A) tends to confirm that. Half-round-headed tupus are 
concentrated in the Inca core area, with a thin but broad scattering throughout 
much of the rest of the empire. These tupus are far from ubiquitous in the sampled 
Late Horizon assemblages, which suggests that they were not a necessary or vital 
component of intrusive Inca material culture. It seems likely, however, that they 
reached many regions outside the Inca core through the people serving Cuzco. 

The only other tupu types with a distribution that suggests a possible link to 
the Inca empire are a range of rare types topped by cast heads of camelids, felines, 
and perhaps other animals (types 1055 to 1058; Figure 2.3B). Lechtman (2007:336) 
identifies tumi knives with these animal heads as an imperial Inca type, as does 
Rowe (1996:314) . While lost-wax casting was practiced in some places long before 
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False Leads from Machu Picchu: 
Spoons, Tweezers, and Conical "Bells" 
Several object types from Machu Picchu, described and illustrated both by Bing
ham (1930) and Mathewson (1915), might seem to be typical Inca artifacts, but 
are not. The two tiny spoons depicting long-beaked birds are one example, but the 
distributions of these tiny spoons in general (Figure 2.26C), and the ones decorated 
with the figure of a bird in specific (Figure 2.26D), are almost entirely coastal. There 
is not a single additional spoon of any type among the other Late Horizon assem
blages discussed above (see Table 2.1). These objects are coastal, not characteristi
cally Inca at all. 

The same is true of the triangular tweezers from Machu Picchu (type 1101; 
Appendix G, Figure G3). Tweezers in general (Figure 2.27 A), and the flat-bladed 
triangular type in particular (Figure 2.27C), are clearly a coastal, not Inca, type. 
Bingham's (1930) illustration is a bit misleading, in that it seems to show two tri
angular tweezers from Machu Picchu (Bingham 1930, fig. 157e, g). In fact, there is 
only one finished typical triangular tweezer from Machu Picchu, plus a blank that 
was clearly intended to be made into one. One tweezer in Bingham's illustration 
(Bingham 1930, fig. 157e) is not mentioned in the caption and is actually a side 
view of either the completed example (Bingham 1930, fig. 157g) or a hypothesized 
intended final state of the unfinished blank (Bingham 1930, fig. 157d), not an ad
ditional artifact. The two other similar tweezers shown (Bingham 1930, fig. 157a, 
b) are rounder in shape and have thin, convex blades, as opposed to the thick, flat, 
tapering ones of the triangular form. These rounded and triangular variants areal
most always unambiguously distinguishable, both in the Machu Picchu assemblage 
and on the coast. The distinctive step in the thickness of the neck of the triangular 
tweezers is also heavily concentrated on the central and south coasts, with the two 
examples from Machu Picchu making up half the sample from the Inca core (Fig
ure 2.27B). Tweezers as a whole, regardless of type, are far more common on the 
coast than in the highlands, from north-central Chile to the Gulf of Guayaquil, in 
Ecuador (Figure 2.27 A). Different types were more common in different regions, 
but most were concentrated in the south and central coast regions of Peru (Figures 
2.27 A through 2.31A). Exceptions include pointed tweezers, which are concen
trated around Jauja in the central highlands of Peru (Figure 2.30C), compound 
curved strip tweezers, which are an Ecuadorian type (Figure 2.30D), and notched 
tweezers, which come from the north-central coast of Chile (Figure 2.31B). 

By contrast, it is difficult to interpret the distribution of cast conical "bells" 
(Figure 2.33A, B, C; see Appendix G, Figure G4, types 1900 to 1903). They are 
widely distributed, without a single clear center of concentration, although the 
southern Titicaca area is a plausible guess. Because they sometimes occur in sets of 
two, three, or more, on the maps they seem to be concentrated in multiple places. 
Since four examples come from Machu Picchu and three from an unequivocally 
Inca burial on La Plata Island, Ecuador, they were clearly used by people associated 
with the Inca state. However, they were not consistently used by Inca personnel, 
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Use ofTupus 
Cobo describes tupus as pins that women use to fasten their dresses, "with the edges 
so thin and so sharp, that they cut many things with them" (quoted in Bandelier 
1910:75). Eighty-seven of the 846 tupus in the database, or about 10%, show at least 
one fairly unambiguous indicator of having been used as cutting tools. Nineteen 
tupus (2%) have visible evidence of sharpening in the form of extensive scratches per
pendicular or parallel to the edge, or both, or distinct bevels on both sides of the edge. 
Fifteen (2%) show one form or another of nicks, gouges, polishing, or other edge 
damage that suggests cutting or scraping use. Seventy-eight (9%) have had enough of 
the top edge of the head worn away by use or sharpening to markedly alter its shape. 
This last indicator of cutting use is detectable only on tupus for which the original 
shape is clearly implied by the curvature remaining on the sides. Inferring the original 
shape is feasible only on round-headed or half-round-headed forms. Many additional 
tupus of other shapes may be similarly worn, but they generally cannot be identified 
with confidence because the original head shapes were more variable and are not as 
clearly implied by the remaining unworn portions. Tupus with signs of cutting wear 
are concentrated in the southern Titicaca region, with fewer examples in the region 
north ofTiticaca and in the Inca core (Figure 2.8A). For some women, especially in 
the altiplano, a tupu was an Andean pocketknife. 

Four tupus of the 39 from Machu Picchu ( 10%) have clear evidence of use 
for cutting and another three are borderline cases not counted in the totals above 
(Tables 2.1 and 2.7). The custom of using tupus in this way probably did not seem 
exotic to people at Machu Picchu, since it was well known in Cuzco. Nevertheless, 
Cuzqueiios may have originally picked this practice up from people in the southern 
Titicaca region, and people at Machu Picchu might have recognized the practice as 
provincial. 

Use ofTumis 
T-shaped tumis were functional tools for cutting, chopping, and possibly scraping. 
Guaman Poma's drawing of the evisceration of Rumiiiavi suggests that they may 
have been used for butchery (Guaman Poma 1615:165). As with tupus, in most 
cases use-wear cannot be inferred for published examples unless the shape of the 
blade is sufficiently altered. Nevertheless, in the entire database, 23 of the 423 T
shaped tumis (5%) are probably or definitely sharpened, 32 (8%) show possible or 
definite signs of cutting wear, and 5 (1 %) have possible or definite upset or mush
rooming damage from heavy pounding or chopping. A total of 49 T-shaped tumis 
( 11%) show at least one of these signs of use. These percentages would probably 
be much higher if more of the tumis had been inspected first-hand. As with tupus, 
tumis with obvious signs of use are almost exclusively found in the Inca heartland 
and the Titicaca region (Figure 2.11C). Perhaps there were more old and worn-out 
tupus and tumis in the regions where they originated and had been longest in use, 
or perhaps tupus and tumis were too precious in the periphery to use as heavily as 
people did closer to where they were common and more easily replaced. 
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2.22C, 2.23B, D, and 2.31B, C, D) excavated molds for them from the Late Horizon 
site of Muyuntasita, Bolivia. If the Chipayas were using these objects for their origi
nal purpose, the conical "bells" may also have been used as hair ornaments. 

Intentional Destruction 
There are 335 metal artifacts in the database, including many different types, that 
seem to have been intentionally destroyed. Many of these objects are damaged in 
similar ways, which are difficult to reconcile with accidents or use. Many tupus have 
the top of the head broken off along a horizontal fold, and both of the remaining 
projecting sides folded in over the center on the same side. Less often, the shaft of the 
tupu is sharply bent double, bringing the point up toward the top of the head. Needles 
are usually simply doubled over sharply. T-shaped tumis typically have both tips of 
the blade folded in toward the center on the same side, or one or both tips are broken 
off along the resulting folds. North Coast turnis are folded once or several times, most 
often with the handle doubled down over the blade, often at an angle rather than 
straight across the axis of the shape. Discs are typically folded several times, usually 
starting by folding two opposite edges in toward the center on the same side. Ambro
setti noted apparently intentional destruction of bronze axes in the Calchaqui region 
(1904:188-189). Among the less massive artifact types, the metal is often cracked or 
broken along sharp bends, leaving a characteristic straight, sharply upturned fracture. 
Intentional destruction is common, affecting 81 of the 883 tupus (9% of the sample 
in the database), 35 of the 416 discs (8%), 32 of the 259 North Coast tumis (12%), 
56 of the 423 T-shaped turnis (13%), and many other types, including ones that the 
process left too fragmentary to identify. These figures probably underestimate the 
prevalence of intentional destruction, because they count only treatment that can be 
distinguished from accidental or post -depositional damage, and because the evidence 
is not clear in many items recorded from publications or other records. 

The practice of intentionally destroying metal objects was widespread in 
the Andes (Figures 2.11C and 2.42D). Like Ambrosetti (1904:188-189), Mayer 
(1986:38) suggests that axes in the southern region with one tang broken off were 
intentionally destroyed. The tallies presented here do not make that assumption, 
erring on the conservative side, since at least some cases could be accidental dam
age. Axes throughout the Andes may have been intentionally destroyed in other 
ways as well. The heavy upsetting on the back edges of some axes could not occur 
if the axe were hafted; it implies direct blows by a hard hammer. In some cases, 
this upsetting might be due not to unhafted use, as Gordon suggests (Section One, 
page 54), but rather to the intentional destruction of the axe by using blows against 
the back edge to flatten the working edge against a rock after removing the haft. 
Hoffman (1999:116-119) describes a bronze axe from Mallorca that was intention
ally destroyed in several ways, including similarly blunting the edge. Some of the 
Andean axes have upset damage far out on the hafting tangs, or on the ends of the 
tangs. The blows that caused this damage might have been attempts at destruction, 
since it is not evident how they would have contributed to either the manufacture 
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FIGURE 2.13. Distribution of Guayas tumis, handleless transverse knives, and rectangular knives with 
hole(s) near the back. A, Guayas tumi: Mayer 1992 (type 5120); n=39. B, Knife: handleless transverse 
(type 2830); n=31. C, Knife: crescent to rectangular to trapezoidal with hole(s) near the back edge 
(type 2835); n=114. D, Knife: rectangular with flaring corners with hole(s) near the back edge (type 
2837); n=8. 
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FIGURE 2.26. Distribution maps of needles and tiny spoons. A, Needle: loop-eye (types 1201-1203, 
1208); n=84. B, Needle: pierced-eye (types 1204-1206); n=83. C, Tiny spoon: all types (types 1700-
1702); n=54. D, Tiny spoon: bird finial (type 1701); n=27. 
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FIGURE 2.27. Distribution maps of tweezers. A, Tweezer: all types (types 1100-1128); n=428. B, Tweezer: 
any type with step in thickness of neck; n=44. C, Tweezer: triangular, with or without step in thickness of 
neck (type 1101); n=54. D , Tweezer: teardrop (type 1103); n=33. 






